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Keyphrase Extraction (KPE)
• A Keyphrase (KP) is commonly defined as a short phrase typically consisting in
one to three words representing an entity or a concept that is somehow
representative of the content of a given text.
• KPE consists in generating a pool of candidate KPs (CKPs) and then select the
most relevant ones according to a set of features
• Arabic digital content in the recent years has grown considerably on the Web
pushed by the increasing access of Arabic countries to the internet and social
media
• Despite the great linguistic differences between Arabic and western languages
such as English, most Arabic KPE systems rely on approaches designed for
western languages, thus ignoring its rich morphology and syntax
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Objectives of the Proposed Approach
• The claim of this work is twofold:

 Firstly, we believe that approaches tailored on the key characteristics of nonwestern languages could provide better results than just tuning existing systems
originally designed for western languages

 Secondly, we also believe that a more accurate CKP generation phase, avoiding
generation of clearly non-relevant phrases, coupled with a relatively simple
selection phase could provide better results than a complex candidate selection
relying on a wide array of features coupled with a naïve CKP generation phase
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Distiller

Works with:
● English
● Italian
● Arabic
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Distiller Architecture
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Text Cleaning and Normalization
• Cleaning Process is an important step, since it removes the unnecessary
characters and symbols from the text and preserves those characters forming the
real words of the document

• Normalization unifies the different forms of Arabic letters into a single one
throughout the document
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Text Splitting and Segmentation
• Dividing Arabic text into sentences and tokens is not an easy task
• Punctuation marks and whitespaces do not define the boundaries of sentences
and words precisely like English
• Moreover, using punctuation marks in MSA is optional and they are rarely used in
a strict manner

• Additionally, a single word can hold a complete sentence or a set of concatenated
tokens
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Text POS-tagging and Parsing
• Every token in the segmented text was assigned a POS-tag depending on its
location and context
• POS-tagged text is used to determine CKPs and sentences boundaries

• After that, the text is parsed to detect and generate a list of all NPs
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Lemmatization and Tokens Grouping
• Related tokens of the text should be grouped using their basic linguistic form (LF)
• All of the Arabic KPE systems are based on stemming like western languages
• stemming over-reduce the words, so we used lemmatization

• After lemmatizing the text, a list of Linguistic Lexemes (LLs) is generated. Every
entry in LLs consists of a set of atomic tokens with the same lemma.
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Generating and Ranking CKPs
• The regular expression:
(NOUN|ADJECTIVE)((CONNECTOR)?(NOUN|ADJECTIVE)){1,n-1}
is used to search the POS-tagged text to find the n-gram CKPs with length n
• CKPs are scored according to the following simple score equation (SC):

• When the system detects a CKP, it checks whether the text of CKP forms a
single NP in the NPs list or not
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Evaluation
Dataset
• All of the existing Arabic KPE approaches have been tested and evaluated
against datasets built by their authors
• We decided to not build a custom dataset to avoid bias. Instead, we used three
datasets already known in the literature
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Evaluation
Experimental Results
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Conclusion and Future Work
• All of the existing Arabic KPE approaches have been tested and evaluated
against datasets built by their authors

• Experimental results support our claims, providing evidence that an approach
specifically built for Arabic, leveraging linguistic knowledge can outperform
western languages based approaches
• Moreover results suggest also that moving the focus from candidate selection
to candidate generation could provide a significant performance lift
• Our future work will be focused on coupling our CKP generation approach with
a more advanced selection phase and on addressing the problem of linguistic
resources shortage
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